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LOCATION OF THE ZEROS OF POLYNOMIALS

WITH A PRESCRIBED NORM

BY

Q. I. RAHMAN AND G. SCHMEISSER

ABSTRACT.  For monic polynomials / (z) of degree n with prescribed

LP norm (1 s p <, oc) on the unit circle or supremum norm on the unit interval

we determine bounded regions in the complex plane containing at least k (1 s

k s n) zeros.   We deduce our results from some new inequalities tdiich are

similar to an inequality of Vicente Gonçalves and relate the zeros of a poly-

nomial to its norm.

The location of some or all the zeros of a polynomial

/_(*)« ê «,*'     (fl, «C, 0</<»)
;=o

in terms of its coefficients has been extensively studied (see [3, Chapters VII—

IX]).   We may as well investigate the location of the zeros of / (z) in terms of a

given norm.   Such a problem is of interest in the theory of approximation [1, see

§5].  Since multiplication by a nonzero constant does not change the zeros of

/ (2), norm alone cannot furnish any information regarding the location of any of

the zeros.   As a normalization we shall assume / (z) = 2" n a.z1 to be monic,
' n ]~ u    7

i.e. the coefficient of z" will be supposed to be 1.   As typical norms we con-

sider Lp norms on the unit circle and on the unit interval:

(1) Wp-fc Sl.W*p")m <*<*<-). i/.u

We wish to determine the radius R{n, k, p, N) of the smallest disk centered

at the origin containing at least k (l < k < n) zeros of every polynomial / (z) =
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zn + S^fl.z' of degree n with H/JL = N.   In case N is given to be the

supremum norm on the unit interval it turns out to be appropriate to find out the

sum p(n, k, oe, N) of the semiaxes of the ellipse with foci at  —1,1 and containing

at least k zeros of every polynomial  fn(z) = z" + SyJ'g1 a.z> with SK^C/ ) = N.

Quite a few results giving bounds for the zeros depending on the moduli of

coefficients may be found in [3J.   Since ||/ ||2 is expressible in terms of the coef-

ficients some of these results may be used to determine estimates for R(n, k, 2, N).

For example, the polynomial /_U) = zn + ^J"»1 a.z7 is known to have (see [3, (27,

Formula 19)]) all its zeros in \z\ <(l +^¡!"x\a.\2)1'2.  Since (l + S?"1 |a.|2)1/2 =
ii dl      r ;-u       ;'

||/J|2 this shows that R(n, n, 2, N) < N.   But ¡tin, n, 2, N) is easily seen to be

equal to the positive root R(n, N) of the equation

(3) R2n-(AÍ2-l)n¿R2l,= 0.

In fact, if £ is a zero of the polynomial / (z) = z" + 2""1 a.z' with ||/ |L = N,

then

i<r =
n-l I      / n-1 \l/:

- Z *£\<{iN2-i) Z l£l2'|
;'=0 |     \ ;=0 '

which shows that the largest positive root R(n, N) of (3) is a bound for the

moduli of all the zeros.   Given N > 1

/n(z)=zn-(N2-l)"¿
Pb \R(n, N)\"-}

is a polynomial of degree n with ||/n||2 = N and having a zero on |z| = R(n, N).

Substituting R2 = N2 - a in (3) we get (N2-l)/N2n = a(l - a/N2T.  Hence for

fixed n and large N, a = 0(l//V2(n-1)), i.e.

(4) R = N(1-0(N-2")).

If 1 < A < n an upper estimate for R(n, k, 2, /V) can be deduced from the

following result of Vicente Gonçalves ([l0], also see [4] and [3, Exercise 4, p.

130]).

Theorem A.   Consider the polynomial f (z)= z" + ^"J".1 a.z1 and let £,,£-,

• • • , C   denote the zeros of f (z) in an arbitrary order.   Then for 1 < k < n

(5) KA-^il' + KiAtf-^l^-l/Ji.

where for k = 1 /ie /:'rsi /er« on iie left-hand side is to be replaced by 1.
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In particular

(6) R{n, 1, 2,N)<(N2-l)W<-2n).

The example f„(z)= z" + (N2  - l)1/2 (N > l) shows that, in fact,

(6*) R(n, 1, 2, A^OV2-!)1^2").

For p ¿ 2 the known bounds for the moduli of the zeros in terms of the coef-

ficients do not seem to be of much avail.   But Jensen's formula gives (see 19,

§3.61], and [7, §9, p. 21])

(7) /?(«, k, p, /v)< A/1/("-*+!)      (l<k<n, 1 </><<»)

which for p = 2 is weaker than what is obtainable from (5).  So, in order to improve

on (7) we seek to extend (5) to values of p other than 2.   In the case p = «¡ this

is done with the help of the following inequality due to Visser [il]:

(8) Kl+ kl ^ ,mfx
7=0

For 1 < p < 2 we use

7=0

m p   \i/p
dd)

(9)
(Kp< 2, p-1 + ?

1^ „-1 1)

which is a weaker form of the Hausdorff-Young inequality [13, p. lOll.

From (8), (9) we deduce the following generalization of the inequality of

Vicente Gonçalves (loe. cit.).

Theorem 1.   Consider the polynomial f (z) = z" + S""1 a.z' and let ¿,, £.,,
' *n j— \)      j ^1^2

• • • , t,n denote the zeros of fn(z) in an arbitrary order.   Then for 1 < k <n

(^•••^-il9+l^+i-C^1/9<ll/Jlp

(10) (/>=oo or Kp< 2, p-l + q-l= l)

where for k= I the term  \CXC2 ' ' ' ^t_il9 on l^e left'hand side is to be replaced

by 1.

Proof.   It is clear that if Theorem 1 holds for monic polynomials not vanishing

at the origin then it also holds for those which have a simple or a multiple zero

at the origin.   So let £,k, £,   j, • • • , C„ be different from zero and apply (8), (9) to
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*>>-/, ^ifer)
Since \fn(z)\ = |g„(z)| for |z| = 1 we get

/ «0 " *I/f\l/9

/„lip

(/>=«>, Kp<2, p~x + q~l= 1)

which is equivalent to (10).

Remark 1.   The example /n(z) = z" + 1 shows that (10) is false for 2 < p < «.

In fact, for 2 < p < «

||H(z»+l)||^<||M(zn+l)||2 = ^

so that ||zn + lUp < 2(1A)Up = 2l/q = (1« + l«)1'«.

Remark 2 (Tie case of equality in (10)). In (8) equality holds if and only

if a. = 0 for j¿ 0, «. The same is true of (9) if p = 2. If 1 < p < 2 and a j¿ 0

then by a result in [13] (see (2.25) on p. 105) there is strict inequality in (9) un-

less a. = 0, / = 0, 1, •••,«- 1. Taking these facts into account and excluding

the trivial case of fn(z) = z" the proof of Theorem 1 shows that in (10) equality

is not possible for 1 < p < 2 and that for p = <*, p = 2 equality holds if and only

if / (z) has the form
' n

where ie    "i^,  are the nth roots of unity in arbitrary order, R is an arbitrary

positive number and a an arbitrary real number.

Remark 3.   It is seen from Jensen's formula that inequality (10) may be ex-

tended to cover the case p = 1 by replacing the left-hand side by its limiting

value (as p -» 1) max(|£,£2 • • • £A_,|, \CkCk^x ' ' ' C„\)-

Remark 4.  If fn(z) is a polynomial of degree n then by an inequality of

Zygmund [12] we have

pn l/BVe)|»¿0 < y y ft» I Re fn(ei0)\»dS      (p > l)

where

(i i) Yp = sñnvip + D/rwp + i».

Applying Theorem 1 to f^(z) and noting that lim-   „. yl     = 1 we obtain the fol-

lowing result on the location of critical points of /„(*).
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Corollary 1.   Denote by r¡., 77,, « • • , t)n_l the critical points of a monic poly

nomial f (z) of degree n.   Then for 1 < k < n - 1

(1<P< 2, p~l + q~l = l)

and

I11I2 *** %-il+ hk%+i ••• lu-ilsl^/JL

For A = 1  tic /írsí term on the left hand side in both inequalities is to be re-

placed by 1.

The next result is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.

Corollary 2.  // £j, £2, ••• ,C„ are the zeros of fn(z) = z" + 2."~q  a.z> ar-

ranged in increasing order of moduli then we have

\d\<R(.n, \,p, N)<(Nq-l)U{9n)

(12)
(p= 00 or l</>< 2, p~l + q-1 = l)

and for 2 < k < n

\tk\<\t¿k^-tn\U{n-k+l)

(13) < (W.IJ + H(||/„||2' - 4|a0|2)l/2)l/i«(»-*+l>!

(p - 00 or Kp<2, p~l + q-1 = l).

Inequalities (12), (13) are fcesi possible for p = 0°, 2.   /» particular

(12*) R(«, 1, -, Af) = (/V - l)1 /n       (N > D

u/iicA ¿s attained for f (z) = z" + (Af - l).* R

Unfortunately the bound in (13) depends on  |aQ|.   But, in any case, it is at

least as good as (7).   It may be noted that for large N and p = 2, 00 there is not

much room for improvement in (7).   To see this let / _,(*) = z"      + 2"~2 a.z'

be a monic polynomial of degree' »2-1 with ||/     ,||   = AJ.   Then g{z) = zf _Az)

has at least k zeros in |z| < R(n - 1, k - 1, p. Ai).  Since g{z) is a monic poly-

nomial of degree n with ||g||. = A/ we have

R(n, k. p, N) >R(n-l,k~ 1, p. N\

This leads us to the conclusion that R(n, k, p, A/)> R(n - k + 1, 1, p. A/), and by

(6*), (12*) respectively, we get
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R(n,k.  2, N)>0V2-l)1/Í2("-fe+1)i,        R(.n, k, ~, A/) > (/V - l)1/(*-fe+1'

showing that the bounds for R{n, k, 2, Ai), R(n, k, oo, A/) obtainable from (13) are

not too bad for large N.

With the help of Theorem 1 we obtain a slight improvement of (7) (it is only

for sake of simplicity that we restrict ourselves to the case of supremum norm).

Let Ç.  be a zero of smallest modulus of / (z) = z" + 2?"1 a.zK   Then by

(10) / (z) has at least two zeros in
* n

MsWjL-Ki!)1'«"-".

On the other hand, if /„_,(*)= /„(z)/U - £,) then by (12), /„_,(«) has at least

one and / (z) at least two zeros in
' n

Hence, whatever |£j | may be, / (z) has at least two zeros in

M ¿{ttl/JL- 2)+J4>All/JL+2)2-4}1/(-l).

i.e. we have

Corollary 3.   R(n, 2, ~, N) < «K(Ai - 2) + Hv^Ai + 2)2 - 4¡1/("-1).

Thus, (R(n, 2, oo, N)T~    has an upper bound independent of » which we de-

note by r.(Af)—the subscript 2 refers to 2 zeros.  Now suppose that an upper

bound rfe(/V) (independent of n) fot (R(n, k, oo, i\¡)n~k+l has been found.   Then

f [z)/(z- £,.) has at least k and / (z) at least k + 1 zeros in

D,(£,)= iz: M < (rk(N/\l - |Ct||»X,°—*>l.      dCjM A

On the other hand we may conclude from (10) that fn(z) has at least A + 1 zeros

m

D2(C,)=íz: MsGv-lÉ,!*-)1'«—*>|.

Comparing the radii of D.(£.) and DÁCS) we see tnat rt  ,0v) may be taken to

^(N))fe where Afc(be equal to AJ - (A, (N))    where A, (A/) is the smallest positive root of the equa-

tion rfc(Ai/(l - A)) = N - A*.  Thus

R(n, k+l,oo,N)<(N- (Afe(N))*)1/(n-fe)

which is an improvement on (7).

As pointed out in Remark 1 inequality (10) does not hold for 2 < p < o«.
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Since ||/ ||.   is a nondecreasing function of p we obtain from Theorem A

(u2--tk-i\2+Uk+i-Q2yAs\\fjp (2<p<-)

and in particular

(14) R(n, 1, p. N)<(N2-l)U2n        (2<p<oc).

Another result like inequality (10) but valid for 1 < p < « is the following.

Theorem 2.   In the notations of Theorem 1 we have for 1 < p < oc and 1 < k

<n

(15) \t¿2~-¿k-l\ + Wk+l~'QSYlp/PUJp

where y    is given by (11).   For k = 1 the first term on the left-hand side of (15)

is to be replaced by 1.

This result can be deduced from the following lemma (see [5, Theorem 2])

in the same way as Theorem 1 was deduced from (8), (9).

'Lemma 1.   // /(z) = 2"_   a.z1 is a polynomial of degree n and a , a    (u < v)

are two coefficients such that for no other coefficients a   ¿ 0 do we have

w = u mod(f- u), then for every p> 1, \a \+\a \< y      ||/|L where y    is given

by (11).

From (15) it follows that

(16) R(n, 1, p. N) < (ylp/pN - l)l/n       (l < p < «).

The limiting case as p —»« of (16) agrees with (12*).   The bound in (16) is at-

tained for / (z) = zn + eia, a real.

Comparing (16) with (12) for 1 < p < 2 and with (14) for  2 < p < » it is seen,

that in both cases the bound for R(n, 1, p, N) given by (16) is better or worse

than the other one depending on the value of Af.

We now turn to the study of the location of zeros of a monic polynomial

fn(z) in terms of SR (/ X   As S¡2(/n^ may be expressed in terms of the moduli of

the coefficients in the Legendre-development of / (z) regions containing at least

k (l < k < n) zeros of fn(z) may be obtained from the following (specialized ver-

sions of) known results.

Theorem B [8].   For fn(z) = W^ (z - £v) we have

SI;-k7>-) ^^-k2
where
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i/H
Ao=1>    K=— \   Iv^+t:    d<t/<n)

and dn(z) denotes the distance of z from the span of the zeros of the nth Le-

gendre polynomial.

Theorem C [2].   ln the notations of Theorem B we have

A—¿^(U<«i2(/„))2-a;2)1/2.
n-l i*=l

For the purpose of determining the location of k (l < k < n) zeros of / (z) =

z" + 2^J"0  a^z* in terms of Sl^/^) we prove the following inequality which is

somewhat similar to (10).

Theorem 3.   Let f (z) = ir¿_, (z - £ ) be a real polynomial of degree n which

does not change sign on the unit interval.   If R    denotes the sum of the semi-

axes of the ellipse ë(i?v) with foci at   +1,-1   and passing through the point Cv

(v = 1, 2, • • • , n) then for 1 < k < n

(17)
RtR2

R*R*+1

Rk-l       RfcRfc+l

RlR2
< 2(2n-l?

c(O-l).
"k-l

For k= 1 the product R¡R2 ••• ^¿_i *s to be replaced by 1.

Proof.   Under the hypothesis |/n(cos 0)\ is a nonnegative trigonometric

polynomial of degree n.   By a well-known theorem of Fejér and Riesz (see [6, p.

1171) there exists a polynomial F (z) = A   U", (z - Z,) with  |Z„| > 1 and

Z-l + Zv = Xv (v - 1, 2, • • •, n) such that

(18) |/n(cosf?)|= |Fn(e'ö)|2     (0 real).

Replacing cos 6 by M(e'   + e-1 ) and equating the coefficients of eln    on the

two sides of (18) we get 1/2" = {Aj2 U^ |Zj.   Hence, by Theorem 1 we have

\ZlZ2'--Zk-l\+\ZkZk+i

('       n \l/2

2n n izjj \\fj

which is equivalent to

ZjZ2 ... z
*-l

z*z*+l

z z

Z1Z2
'*-l

<2(2"-1ffloe(/n)-l).

Inequality (17) follows from this on noting that £v lies on the ellipse &(|Z„|)

(v = 1, 2, • • • , n).

Remark 5 (The case of equality in (17)).   Taking into account the case of
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equality in (10) (as discussed in Remark 2) and the identity (18) we easily see

that for k = 1 and given N = !„.(/„)> l/2""2 equality holds in (17) for

(19) f{z)=^-(T{z)±{2n-lN-l))
2n-l      n

where T (x) = cos n arc cos x is the nth Chebyshev polynomial.   If 2 < k < n

equality holds only for /„(*)= 2-(n-1)(Tn(z) ± l).

We may apply Theorem 3 to the polynomial / (z)fn(z) of degree 2« to obtain

the following

Corollary 4.   // /(z) = IT^j (z - £v) is a polynomial of degree n then with

Rv (u = 1, 2, — , n) as defined in Theorem 3 we have for 1 < k < n

For *= 1 ¿¿e product R1R2 •••  ^¿_i   ,a i0 ¿>c replaced by 1.   Equality holds

for fn(z)= 2"(n"1)Tn(z) w¿ere Tn(z) z's r¿e h/A Chebyshev polynomial.

From Theorem 3 (in conjunction with Remark 5) and Corollary 4 we may de-

duce the following results.

Corollary 5.   // p*(«, *, oc, N) denotes the sum of the semiaxes of the ellipse

with foci at + 1, - 1 and containing at least k zeros of every real monic poly-

nomial f (z) with 1  (/ ) = N then
'ft oc 'n

11 for 2~(n-1)<N< 2-(»-2\
_

{^2n-2N+\l2n-2N-l)2/n   for N>2-<n-2),

where the polynomials f (z) given in (19) are extremal.

Corollary 6.   Let f (z) = H^j (z - £„) i>e a real polynomial which does not

change sign in (- 1, l).   // 1^)= N then fn(z) has at least k (l<k<n) zeros

in

ê((V2"-2/v+ >/z"-2/V-i)2/t"-*+1))      OV > 2-(n-2>).

Proof.   Let the zeros of f (z) be arranged in such a way that the corresponding

numbers Rv aie nondecreasing in magnitude and put

5=R_R_   , ... R,
Ni"»-! "fe     p" ô-""

K*-2      Kfe-4

where <y is equal to 1 for * = 1 and equal to R2^\ or Ri according as k ¿ 1

is odd or even respectively.   Since (17) holds for every arrangement of the num-

bers Rv we get S + S-1 < 2{2n~lN - l).   From this Corollary 6 follows on noting
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that R"~ +1 < R„R„_i "• Rk<S.   We observe that the monic polynomials

/n(z) having no sign change in (- 1, l) and deviating least from zero on the unit

interval are 2"{n~l)(T (z) ± l) with deviation N = 2_(n"2).
n

In the same way we can deduce from Corollary 4 the following result.

Corollary 7.   // p(n, k, oc, N) is as defined in the beginning of this paper we

have

(21) p(n, k, co, N) <(r-lN + yf(2n-lN)2 - lj/{n-k*l)      Ov > 2~("-1)).

The Corollaries 5—7 add to the information available to us from the work of

S. N. Bernstein [l, §5l
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